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MODELING OF CORE DEBRIS-SODIUM-CONCRETE INTERACTIONS

F. B. Cheung,* D. R. Pedersen,* and D. H. Nguyen**

INTRODUCTION

The interactions between sodium and concrete in the presence of heat-generating core
debris resulting from a postulated core meltdown accident in a sodium-cooled fast
reactor are complex yet important phenomena relevant to several key safety issues.
In particular, the attack of sodium and of core debris on the concrete basemat below
the reactor cavity, the generation of hydrogen gas, and the pressurization of the
reactor building as a result of the interactions represent, among others, the major
sources that provide a challenge to containment integrity. Thus far, no physical
model has been developed to describe the nature and the extent of sodium-concrete
interactions with core debris present.

Most of the previous studies have been confined to either the case of core debris-
concrete interactions without sodium (1,2) or the case of sodium-concrete interac-
tions without fuel (3,4). In the former case, the initial conditions are so defined
that the chemical erosion phase is completely ignored. In the latter case, on the
other hand, the long-term melt penetration process is not considered. The termina-
tion of the sodium-concrete reactions simply marks the end of the event. It is the
purpose of this study to provide a complete physical description of the scenario in-
volved in the core debris-sodium-concrete interactions, starting from the chemical
erosion phase through the molten pool formation phase to the long-term melt penetra-
tion phase.

THE MODELING CONCEPT

The initial configuration of the system under consideration consists of a bed of
heat-generating U02 core debris in a large pool of liquid sodium at a subcooled
temperature sitting on top of a large concrete structure. Following an induction
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period* in which the system gradually warms up to the threshold temperature of
~550*C, the concrete** starts to react with sodium at an appreciable rate. In
general, the solid/liquid products are heavier than liquid sodium. As a result, a
reaction product layer forms that separates the sodium pool from the unreacted
concrete. The reaction products, however, may mix with sodium to form a viscous
slurry with fine reaction product particles dispersed throughout. Laboratory
observations (5) indicate that the product layer 1s completely Hquidus above
~610*C. The formation of this liquid product layer serves as a protective barrier
for transport of sodium to the concrete. As the thickness of the liquid product
layer builds up, the transport of sodium to the fresh concrete is severely retarded.
This reduces the rate of sodium-concrete reaction and thus the rate of production of
the chemical energy. If there Is no heat-generating core debris present 1n the
system, the rate of gas release from concrete will substantially decrease, resulting
in a much smaller bubble-agitated sodium mass transport. This 1n turn will further
decelerate the sodium-concrete reactions and the chemical energy production.
Eventually, the temperature of the system will drop below the threshold value and
the reaction between sodium and concrete will effectively terminate. This explains
the fact that in most sodium-concrete interaction tests (5), the reactions are self-
limiting even in the presence of excess quantities of unreacted sodium and concrete.

The overall picture of sodium-concrete interactions Is quite different when heat-
generating core debris is present in the system. With decay heating, the mechanism
of reaction termination described above no longer applies. Because the solid debris
is much heavier than the reaction products, it would remain submerged in the liquid
product layer on top of the unreacted concrete during the process of chemical
erosion. The presence of heat-generating core debris in the reaction front not only
would sustain the rates of release of H20 and C02 from the heated concrete, but also
it would prevent the temperature of the liquid products from dropping below the
threshold value. This 1s true regardless of the rate of chemical energy produc-
tion. Thus the sodium-concrete reaction will not terminate 1n the same manner as 1n
the case of sodium-concrete interactions without fuel. With the liquid products be-
ing heated both by the core debris and the chemical energy associated with the exo-
thermic reactions, the temperature of the product layer could rise beyond the sodium
boiling point toward the saturation temperature of the liquid product layer. This

*If the initial temperature of the system is above the threshold temperature, the
sodium-concrete reactions would proceed Immediately and there would not be an
induction period.

**S1nce various types of concrete react differently with sodium, we shall restrict
ourselves to limestone concrete only.



situation is deemed likely since the liquid products, consisting mainly of NaOH,
NagCC^, and NagO, are poorly conductive. As the temperature of the liquid product
layer becomes much higher than the sodium boiling point, the transport of sodium may
be completely suppressed. This eventually terminates the reaction between sodium
and concrete and marks the end of the chemical erosion period. It should be noted
that the time for the occurrence of this depends on the soluability of sodium 1n the
liquid products and the initial conditions of the interaction system. If the
temperature of the liquid product layer rises very quickly as it forms, the sodium-
concrete reactions may be turned off prematurely, which greatly shorten the duration
of the chemical erosion period.

Since the liquid products are poorly conductive, the heat-generating core debris 1s
not likely to be coolable In the liquid product layer. Boiling of the liquid prod-
ucts may take place as the temperature reaches ~1390'C. At the temperature of
~1400"C, however, the fuel particles would form a eutectic solution with concrete,
whereas the steel particles would melt and be oxidized by H20 and C02 releasing from
the concrete. The result is the formation of a molten mixed oxide pool, and the
long-term melt penetration process follows. Note that the initial conditions for
melt penetration or pool growth are quite different from those for the case of core
debris-concrete interactions without sodium (1,2). Here, the concrete substrate has
already been exposed to sodium. It has been partially dehydrated by drying and dis-
integrated due to decomposition . A large amount of sodium that could be available
for decay heat removal has been consumed by reactions. In addition, there is a
thick and poorly conductive liquid-product layer above the pool that tends to
suppress upward heat flow from the core melt. This may result in higher rates of
heat transfer and melting of concrete in the downward direction. As the concen-
tration of the fuel 1s sufficiently diluted in the pool after growing for a long
while and as the decay power drops to a sufficiently low level with time, freezing
of the pool will ultimately occur.

EFFECT OF DECAY HEATING ON SODIUM-CONCRETE INTERACTIONS

In the event of a reactor vessel melt-through, the solid core debris Is likely to
deposit at the bottom of the sodium pool on top of the concrete. When the products
of the sodium-concrete reactions are in a liquid state, the core debris would sink
through the reaction product layer and move with the reaction front. The presence
of core debris provides a constant source of heating of the reaction product layer,
in addition to the heat of chemical reactions. To assess this effect, scoping
calculations using the SOCON-II code (3) have been made. The decay heat Intensity,



Qd(t), inside the reaction product layer at any tfme was adopted from the CRBRP
data.

The fnftfal decay heat intensity Qo is equal to P/A (W/m2), where P is the decay
power and A is the cavity floor area. Using CRBRP data {P - 975 MWt, A » 117 m 2)
and assuming a uniform floor coverage, the deceiy heat intensity at 1000 sec is
0.179 MWt/m2. This intensity 1s caused by thu deposition of energy from gamma
radiation and heavier particles, maf ly betas. Since the range of the heavy
particles Is small, most of their energies are deposited in the reaction product
layer. On the other hand, due to deeper penetration by gamma rays, a fraction of
their energies are deposited in the surrounding media, including concrete below the
reaction surface. The decay heat distribution and other input parameters employed
in the SOCON-II calculation are summarized in Table 2. Results are highlighted In
Table 2.

With the added decay heat in the reaction product layer, the concrete temperature
calculated by the SOCON-II code becomes much higher than that for the case without
core debris, and concrete mechanical cracking occurred several times. The presence
of core debris not only Increased the water release, but it also drastically in-
creased the production of C02 from the concrete. Thus more sodium was consumed,
indicating a much higher rate of chemical heating. The liquid product layer was
thicker at a higher temperature. Mote that the calculated concrete cracking times
and depth of failure propagation are subject to a large uncertainty. Since the
behavior of concrete heat transfer, chemical erosion, and gas release are strongly
affected by concrete cracking, similar uncertainty exists In the prediction of these
phenomena, especially In their timing. Nevertheless, the above results give a good
indication of the overall trends. Although the chemical heat dominated during the
early period of the reaction (for several hours), the decay heat inside the reaction
product layer would become the main source of heat at a later time. Long-term decay
heating would eventually lead to boiling of the layer and eutectic melting of the
core debris and concrete.

CHEMICAL KINETICS AND SODIUM CONSUMPTION

We have noted that in the presence of core debris, the system temperature Is much
higher and there is considerably more C02 releasing from the concrete. One
uncertainty involved in the modeling of the core debr1s-sodiurn-concrete interac-
tions 1s the effect of elevated temperatures on the kinetics of the sodium-concrete
reactions. To get a first-order estimate on the temperature effect, several scoping



Table 1

INPUT CONDITIONS IN SOCON-II CALCULATION

Input Parameters

Concrete area
Concrete depth

Debris bed thickness
Debris bed decay heat at 1000 sec,
Fraction of Q<j 1n reaction products

Fraction of Q^ in concrete
Sodium pool temperature

Table 2

RESULTS OF SOCON-II CALCULATION

Numerical

0.836
0,61
0.05
0.179
0.45
0.15
600 °C

Value

m2
m
m o
MW/mz

Numerical Results

Items for Comparison Without Core Debris With Core Debris

Concrete temperature at 6 hr
depth = 1.27 cm 550°C* 900°C*
depth * 12.7 cm 200 *C 700"C*

Number of concrete cracking occurrences 0 3
Time of cracking 0 1.7, 3.1, 4.2 (hr)

Total HoO released at 3 hr 12 kg 17 kg
Total C02 released at 3 hr Trace amount 50 kg
Decay heating, Qd, vs.

chemical heating, Qr
0 < t < 2 hr 0 0.1 < Qd/Qr < 0.3
2 < t < 5 hr 0 0.3 < Qd/Qr < 2.0

t > 5 hr 0 Qd/Qr » 2.0

•These actually are the liquid product, temperatures since the reaction front has
already passed through these two locations after six hours.

calculations have been made using the SOLGASMIX code (6). A typical result for the
sodium-carbon dioxide reaction prediction is given in Table 3. Two reaction tem-
peratures, corresponding to the case without core debris and the case with core
debris, respectively, were considered. The reactants In both cases included one
mole of C02» four moles of liquid sodium, and a small amount of inert gas. At
873 K, the major reaction products in the Na-C02 reaction were solid ^ 0 and
carbon, implying that ths favored reaction at this temperature was



Table 3

RESULTS OF THE SOLGASMIX CALCULATION

Chemical
Species

IG**
CO2 (g)
OT(g)
Ma (g)
0 2 (g)
Na (l)
Na20 (s)
Na?C03 (s)
C U)

4 H» + C02 • 2

Number
1n the

0
1
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

Na20 + C

of Moles
Reactants

.01

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

.00

•

T *

0.
5.02
5.84
3.19
Trace

0.
1.

7.98
0.

873 K

01 ,„
x 10"14

x 10"?
x 10"4

amount
00 •
999 _
x 10"5

999

Number of Moles 1n the Products

1163 K

0.01 .
4.29 x 10"°
1.69 x 10"2

2.67
Trace amount

0.00
0.00
0.661
0.332

(1)

Consistent with the experimental evidence (_5_), there were only trace amounts of

Na2C03 1n the reaction products. At 1163 K, however, the major products were solid

Na2C03 and carbon, with the excess amount of sodium appearing as vapor, Implying

that the favored reaction in this case was

4 Na + 3 C02 + 2 Na2C03 + C . (2)

Thus, for each mole of C02 releasing from the concrete, only 4/3 moles of sodium

would be consumed. This result Indicates that under chemical equilibrium condi-

tions, the composition of the reaction products can be quite different at elevated

temperatures. Since the latent heat of vaporization of sodium represents the main

heat sink for decay heat removal, the difference in sodium consumption actually

reflects to some degree the difference in the capability of debris cooling.

BEHAVIOR OF THE LIQUID PRODUCT LAYER

We have mentioned that the reaction liquid products are poorly conductive. The

thermal conductivity of liquid NaOH, for example, is about 65 times smaller than the

conductivity of sodium and 1.8 times smaller than the conductivity of limestone con-

crete. Obviously, it is much more difficult to cool a bed of core debris in the

liquid reaction products than in sodium. If the rate of decay and chemical heating

is high, boiling and dryout of the liquid products may occur shortly after the onset

of chemical erosion of the concrete. However, there is a significant temperature



difference of ~500*C between the boiling points of sodium and the liquid products.
With a Targe pool of sodium lying above, removal of the chemical energy and the
decay"heat from the liquid product layer may be achieved simply by single-phase heat
transfer. This probably is the case If the liquid product layer remains thin
enough. To estimate the critical layer thickness and the time at which incipient
boiling occurs 1n the layer, an idealized situation is considered in which the
interface, 5(t), between the sodium pool and the liquid product layer is maintained
at the saturation temperature of sodium. The volumetric heat generation rate, q(t),
due to decay heating 1s uniformly distributed througfiout the depth, <S(t), of the
liquid product layer. The chemical energy associated with the sodium-concrete
reactions is considered to release at the reaction front that 1s located at the
bottom of the product layer, z - 0, The rate of chemical heating, Qr, 1s directly
proportional to the concrete erosion rate. The effect of mixing between sodium and
the liquid products is Ignored and the heat capacity of the reaction product layer
is neglected relative to the latent heat of vaporization of sodium. Assuming a one-
dimensional heat transfer process and treating qft) and 6(t) as parameters, we have

dz

z = 0 : keff

where

(1-e) U-kh/k.)

and

!

Bf/Pf
- k

b " f

* K r 3 » / P s s , 1
+ Kss l^7?;; + B S S/P S SJ

In the above formulation, T Is the temperature of the liquid product layer; k^, kf,
k s s are the thermal conductivities of the liquid products, fuel, and steel, respec-
tively; e is the void fraction of the core debris bed; B^, Pf, B s s, P S S are the bed
loadings and densities of fuel and steel, respectively; and Tjja is the boiling point
of sodium. To perform a scoping analysis, Qr and 6 are assumed to vary with time
according to



Q r « Pc V AHr and « « a v t , . (7)

where P C fs the density of concrete, V the chemical erosfon rate, AHr the chemical

energy release per unft mass of concrete, and a is the volume ratio between the

reaction products and the concrete. An implicit expression may be derived for the

critical layer thickness, $c, corresponding to incipient boiling of the liquid

product layer. This is

6 = •«" ( V T|j aL (8)
C C i

where TA Is the saturation temperature of the liquid product layer. The correspond-

ing time for Incipient boiling to occur Is simply given by tc • 5
c/

aV. Using the

CRBRP data for q(t) and a typical value of 1 x 10"5 m/s for V (5), it is found that

as soon as the liquid product layer grows thicker than a few centimeters, boiling

will occur 1n the layer.

FREEZING OF CORE MELT AFTER LONG-TERM POOL GROWTH

Once boiling occurs in the liquid product layer, the fuel particles would form a

eutectic solution with concrete, whereas the steel particles would melt or be

oxidized by H20 and C02» This leads to the formation of a molten pool, and the

long-term melt penetration follows. As the pool grows to a certain size, the heat

transfer area between the melt and the concrete may become very large, whereas the

decay power may drop to a sufficiently low level for freezing to occur. However, It

is not immediately clear under what conditions a permanently frozen system can be

achieved. To address this issue, the pool 1s assumed to be hemispherical in shape

and the concrete cavity is considered to be much larger than the pool. Assuming a

quasi-steady process, the concrete temperature, 8, and the pool temperature, i|», are

governed respectively by

d R2 R dR

4 4 + ! T J £ + A = 0 , 0 < R < 1 , (10)
d RZ R dR

R * 0 : d*/dR - 0 , (lla)



R = 1 : e » + ; kc de/dR « kD dY/dR , (Hb)

R + « : 8 = e0 , (lie)

where R = 2r/D is the dimensionless radial coordinate measured from the center of
the pool; kc, kp the thermal conductivities of concrete and the pool, respectively;
8 0 the ambient temperature; and A a dimensional parameter defined by

. Q(t) (12)

where Q i s the total decay energy generated In the pool, Qm the melting point, and D

the pool diameter. The solutions are

. fc -1 ,
e - $ (ji.) J - , R > 1 , (13)

a k - 1 ,
• = £ [ 1 + 2 if-) - R d ] , 0 < R < 1 . ( 1 4 }

P

For the heat-generating pool to remain frozen at all times, its maximum temperature,
which occurs at its center, must be equal to or less than the melting point of the
pool. Mathematically, this requires M O ) < 1 or from Eq. 14.

)
(15)

As long as A is smaller than this value, a permanently frozen system can be ob-
tained. Note that the value of A given by equation (12) is a monotonically
decreasing function of time since dQ/dt < 0 and dD/dt > 0 during the entire pool
growth process. The pool, once frozen, will never remelt 1f equation (15) Is
satisfied.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) Decay heating 1s as important as chemical heating over the entire period of
chemical erosion and should be properly accounted for.

(2) There 1s considerably more C02 released when core debris is present in the
system, resulting in higher rates of sodium consumption and chemical energy release.



(3) The system temperature fs considerably higher In the case of interactions with
fuel that may significant!*, alter the chemical kinetics of the sodium-concrete
reactions.
{4) With decay heating* the reaction liquid products, which are much less conductive
than sodium, are likely to boil as the product layer grows to a certain thickness.
Beyond this point, the downward transport of sodium may be completely suppressed,
leading to the termination of the sodium-concrete reactions. Experimental evidence,
however, is needed to support this argument.

(5) The presence of core debris not only would change the rates of sodium-concrete
Interactions but also would change the course of the interactions.

(6) Chemical erosion of concrete would significantly affect the initial conditions
for the long-term melt penetration process. It also determines the amount of sodium
left for decay heat removal, which in turn affects the total melt penetration.

(7) Freezing of the molt Is likely to occur after a long-term pool growth. The
pool, once frozen, 1s not likely to remelt.
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